


William Peake
Barnes Dance should be trialled. It is safer for pedestrians, and should mean better flow for left turning vehicles rather than having to wait for pedestrians to cross. Measure impact on overall traffic flow. Important that any initiatives undertaken this project do NOT impede "traffic flow" on Ponsonby Rd

Sarah Kember
Needs an "all go slow and safely together" message.

Alastair McLaren
Barnes Dance signals will give all users safe crossing. It works well at Franklin, so will do the same at Williamson and Richmond

Sarah Kember
Good spot as this is probably the busiest crossing on P Rd

Lucy Millier
Agree



Sarah Kember
Traffic flow monitored so it doesn't cause traffic jams especially at peak commuter times (which are generally lower pedestrian use times).

Sarah Kember
How many phases of lights cars are waiting before they get through the intersection.

Anonymous
Agreed, the road needs a good cleanup to make it safer for walkers and disabled to navigate





Sarah Kember
The original intent was a safer "dash across the road" spot when there is safe break in the traffic"  As a mum with youngsters I still prefer the safety and teaching opportunity of using the formal pedestrian crossings which are proximate.

Sarah Kember
Should not impede the flow of traffic given that there are formal pedestrian crossings at Williamson Ave, Richmond Rd and this stretch is only 270 metres.

Lucy Millier
These informal crossings need to be wider to accommodate someone with a pram (standing behind it) and someone with a bike.

William Peake
Maybe better highlight mid-block traffic island. Do not add additional pedestrian crossings that require traffic to stop & further impede traffic flow

Sarah Kember
This is a good spot for another safe island as it would channel pedestrians to a safer zone rather than randomly crossing along that stretch of road.

Alastair McLaren
Highlighting the existing small islands for use; enlarge these if possible. Don't add unless absolutely necessary - Alastair



Sarah Kember
Not appropriate



William Peake
Raised pedestrian crossings impede traffic flow. We need to ensure that traffic on Ponsonby Rd keeps moving irrespective of speed

Sarah Kember
Massive potential pushback from the daily users (residents and commuters) to more formal raised or pedestrian crossings in these areas that would effectively stop the flow of traffic.  They work, they have low impact for most users.  Could do with a safer version of the island with consistency of design while keeping the original intent.



Lucy Millier
Not sure what is meant by different phasing here. The barn dance concept is the same - red light for all traffic movements and green light enabling pedestrians to cross in any direction.



Sarah Kember
Vehicles and cyclists should still have right of way. These are informal crossings and having them look like a zebra pedestrian crossing is confusing and could cause more issues with "who has the right of way".

Lucy Millier
ensure wide enough for a pram and bike



Alastair McLaren
Closing Hopetoun slip lane makes for a more congested traffic flow

Sarah Kember
Agreed

William Peake
agreed

Alastair McLaren
Crossings at 3 Lamps and Cowan have worked well for ages. Only real change here is the raised table. It slows down traffic already with heavy flows from College Hill and Jervois. This will slow this entry point even more with changes, causing backups in the other streets. single lane reduction to wards Pompelier won't affect traffic.

William Peake
agreed

Alastair McLaren
There is NO regulation governing the use of scooters; it's a 'cool' way to get around, but there is a huge user disregard for others shared footpath use and safety. Leaving scooters across the footpath is selfish and uncaring. AC/AT must address this issue

William Peake
agreed



Lucy Millier
I do not agree with the concept of a shared bike and vehicle lane.  This will not make it a safe or attractive environment for cyclists, particularly new cyclists and children which this is trying to cater for. 3m is not wide enough for a vehicle to safely pass a cyclists leading to impatient drivers who are 'stuck' behind a cyclist. if we really want to encourage cycling along P Rd and cater for it to make it a real option, we need separate space for cyclists. This project doesn't have the budget to create this along the whole length of P Rd which would result in a patch work approach. We can't have priority for cyclists, cars and buses - there isn't space.
If we really want to cater for cyclists we should remove parking on one side and the flush central median to create space and/pr remove a general traffic lane.  This needs to be viewed as part of a wider network for cyclists across Auckland.

Anonymous
I like this concept, but not pink, too confusing, and may signal its only for 2 wheeled vehicles, the use of ‘sharrow’ as used other city locations if preferable

Sarah Kember
Shared lane/zone works if well signposted. 
Safety issues with vehicle parking moving through this lane.  It has proven a very unsafe solution on Franklin Road designated cycleway.



Sarah Kember
Educational node could be incorporated into Places to Linger parklet sites slightly off Ponsonby Road that is busy enough.

Lucy Godfrey
these should be focussed around high activity areas such as at P Central. it would take pressure off the footway and potentially enable cafes to request a licence to use this space for their seating

Lucy Millier
posted by Lucy Millier

William Peake
Trial shared lanes with strong signposting. There has been discussion elsewhere about having a slower lane closer to the kerb eg 30kph & say middle lane stay at 40kph. Are there any examples of this approach being used successfully in other locations or cities

Alastair McLaren
If Franklin Road cycle lanes was about cycling safety - as is this Ponsonby Rd proposal - then it MUST work both ways. It is not unusual to see bikes, scooters on the pedestrian walkway and going in the opposite direction to the traffic - not using the designated cycle lanes. "Cyclists/micromob users can't ignore the 'rules'.

William Peake
agreed





Sarah Kember
Bright Pink is great on the Light Path, but not desirable for Ponsonby Road.

Alastair McLaren
The Light Path is a standalone statement. Colouring Pons Rd will cause distraction

William Peake
agreed

Lucy Millier
disagree with a shred cycle and vehicle lane (as my previous comment)

Alastair McLaren
This is an absolute imperative - everywhere

William Peake
agreed

Sarah Kember
Good idea to incorporate this in the parklet at this location.

Sarah Kember
Given the location of the schools and the catchment areas for those schools this would not really serve many.



Sarah Kember
Removing a carpark may affect the viability of some businesses.

Alastair McLaren
Parking time restrictions and policing this would prevent all day parkers taking up spots, affecting retail access.

William Peake
Any new initiatives should be assessed against likely impact on business





Alastair McLaren
Recall Luke's comment that the stormwater construction works on Wellington St caused at 10x fold increase along Collingwood. (Limited) or full closure to side streets will have unintended consequences - modelling needed...

Sarah Kember
These have had anti-calming effect as there is confusion as who has the right of way.
Pedestrian walking and talking don't realise they are walking across a road with out a level change. 
This has been a source of many near misses and altercations between vehicles and pedestrians.

Alastair McLaren
My comments above re Crossings and pedestrian responsibility to share this space

Lucy Millier
Is the legal right of way the pedestrian if they are already crossing the side road? this is the same if the side road has a raised table or not. I like the concept of creating raised tables as it slows vehicles down. the uncertainty on right of way can be a good visual and behavioural cue to encourage all users to be more aware and thus take greater care rather than turning the corner at high speed, assuming that they have right of way all the time. the act of raising vehicles over the raised table will also slow them down

William Peake
The implementation of any initiative from this project should cause as minimal amount of disruption as necessary, as Aucklander's are sick & tired of the the current state of disruption and uncompleted projects around the city



Sarah Kember
Great feature that could be replicated along all the sides street and add to the consistency of design and character of the street while being a visual queue for pedestrians and MMV that they are crossing the road.

Sarah Kember
Potential issue with compliance especially in non peak times that would encourage unsafe manoeuvres (u-turns on Ponsonby Road and speedy crossings turning right into side streets).

Alastair McLaren
This will tie in with "Character" item pages





Alastair McLaren
I like this. Good signage will have great appeal, along with localised art, information = character definition. Risk is of having too much

Sarah Kember
Totally agree.  The existing overhead street signs are hard to locate in places.

William Peake
agree



Sarah Kember
Local residents who live, travel or bike in these side streets would be totally inconvenienced as there are no viable alternative routes.  Non compliance would become a major issue with an increase in unsafe u-turning and "illegal" turning.
We cannot forget Ponsonby Road is a major arterial connecting to many other suburbs and the city.

William Peake
agree

Anonymous
We could trial this idea and see what the impact is, it’s already dangerous and difficult to right turn out of these streets anyway



Luke Krieg
On behalf of Vicki: - TIDY SIGNAGE -  Ponsonby footpaths are littered with road/traffic signs, lampposts, trees, can we condense these? use the lampposts for signage, move street signs to level with curb - like a park signage,  ( see side streets proposal)  Mount roadworks signs onto lampposts instead of adding extra signage clutter to already busy or footpath/ road edge.

Luke Krieg
On behalf of Vicki: It is agreed our Ponsonby footpaths are cluttered. We are an OLD area so footpaths/ roads were naturally narrower.  Street dining is an essential part of adding vibrancy to the area, so Instead of changing these important historical factors with roadworks, road and lane changes could we move the trees that are on the footpaths on both side to be in the centre of the road?  
Most of ponsonby Rd has a car width medium strip down the middle of the road separating directional traffic… 
•	If BIG Trees are in BIG round concrete planter pots down the centre of Ponsonby road we are clearing the footpath, making walking easier, still keeping Ponsonby Green, 
•	If a tree dies/ struggles/ the pots and tree can be replaced overnight rather than digging up barricading off the tree while it repairs. 
•	Being in pots and spacing between trees allows for turning traffic to still use the spaces between trees to rest before turning ( this is if right hand turns are allowed)
•	It would discourage U turns
•	It would also remove the debris from trees falling/landing on cyclists/ pedestrians.







Alastair McLaren
See comments above under cycling - micro mobility use

Sarah Kember
Retailers and business interests need to be fully considered before removing valuable parking spaces.

William Peake
agree

Lucy Millier
what is the data on parking usage? who parks on P Rd? where do they go and how long are they there for? making it nicer to walk, cycle and catch the bus will encourage people out of their cars. we need data on car parking to back up either retaining or removing it. not sure we have seen this.



Sarah Kember
TOP PRIORITY

Sarah Kember
The character of the road is that people here like to stop, chat, people watch and windowshop.

William Peake
agree





William Peake
Ponsonby Rd is a major arterial road, not just for local residents but also many other Aucklanders. It should also be noted than many other alternative routes have now become more difficult to navigate, especially into or across the CBD. Surely our aim should be to look at how motorised vehicles, pedestrians and other transportation modes can better co-exist.I support slower speeds, providing they are adequately signposted and enforced, but there is a distinction between the "speed of traffic" and the "flow of traffic". We only need to look at the effect that reducing lanes going into Newton Gully is having on traffic flow along Ponsonby Rd. Things that cause further flow impediment which impacts on traveling time, productivity, commercial impact etc can cause added frustrations & have the potential to create greater risk, rather than environmental enhancement.

Lucy Millier
I agree that we need to consider how all users can work better together. there isn't space to prove priority for all users either so compromises will need to be made,  given the city centre masterplan and Access for Everyone proposals., P Rd will likely be used even more for people accessing the motorway to get around the city centre as they will not be able to drive through it anymore. this needs to be consider in the future design of P Rd.

Alastair McLaren
40kph not fully complied with because it's not enforced. Cooperation will follow enforcement then 40 will become the norm. Not enforcing 40kph is like "asking" people to self isolate.

William Peake
agree

Sarah Kember
agree

Luke Krieg
On behalf of Vicki: TRAFFIC / SAFETY CAMERAS MOUNTED DOWN CENTRE OF PONSONBY ROAD on wires  between lampposts - this will allow monitoring of speeds and mean traffic will have to slow to safe speeds. I have seen this done on the arterial road on Whangapoua Peninsula where they use the “flush median” This is such a busy road and these cameras fit the Fire and emergency services requirements.



Lucy Millier
kerbside lane is frequently interrupted - agree and so vehicles tend to just use the inside lane anyway. could the kerbside lane therefore be reallocated to other uses? cycle lane? would need space to allow for a dooring zone.

Anonymous
I don’t think this concept will fly, already the 40k is mot working, and not on this arterial route. I think the cycle markings and new zebra crossings will resolve this idea.

William Peake
Are there examples of a 2 lane / 2 speed system working successfully elsewhere??





Sarah Kember
The newly established 30k zone in the surrounding communities are NOT being complied with by motorists or other MMV - ebikes, bikes, motor scooters and eshooters.

Lucy Millier
Can AT ensure 30kph is enforced? that way motorists will abide by it. the design of P Rd is not conducive to 30kph (or even 40) at the moment as it is two lanes in each direction. behavioural cues will help drive speeds down but enforcement is also key.







Sarah Kember
See this as a real opportunity for AT to gain some support from the local communities.

William Peake
agree

Alastair McLaren
Construction works on these "linger spaces" will impact less on the traffic flow, business accessibility than other road restricting options. hopefully it will be perceived as a popular choice and can include many ideas from others categories - greening, parklets, resting places, etc.

William Peake
agree



Sarah Kember
Ideal first location to trial this that then could be replicated at the Top of Anglesea St.

Lucy Millier
great idea

Anonymous
I really like this area chosen to green up. Don’t agree with removing any car parks tho. But seating and shade trees, a space for buskers , love it, and also the concept of connection to western park too.well done







Lucy Millier
huge opportunity for this space and to transform this part of P rd creating more space for people

Sarah Kember
Please note this area is private parking space for Sony and Seed.



Alastair McLaren
Absolutely - build up the character - art, history stories, places to convene and people will happily do so.The Pride festival shows a no car day works

Sarah Kember
Agree.  But only once or twice a year.  It is a complete nightmare for residents who live on the side streets close to Ponsonby Rd as we are denied access to and from or properties!

Alastair McLaren
Fair comment- I'm sure the admin required is a huge discouragement!

Are we the only people making comments - or publicly?





Anonymous
We are a suburb of creatives artists designers, let’s see more of this as a reflection of our area and  our civersity





Anonymous
I had a small amount of input 8nyo this topic, and our preference was for ,ore permanently planted trees as are already there,  but installed more safely. These planter seaters were a concept for a “trial” as we were not permitted to do anything which coukd mot be removed. The idea behind this is more trees possibly incorporating seating within the design and construction

Sarah Kember
Consistency of design elements from  one end of the street to the other.  Use Ponsonby Park as the reference to inform the design of any future parklets or green planter boxes. Helps develop character and sense of place.

Alastair McLaren
Great idea. Footpath still needs to be wide enough as noted elsewhere. Remember there will be a high maintenance cost to these planters - perhaps get businesses to 'adopt' this function.

Sarah Kember
Agree

William Peake
agree



Sarah Kember
Yes please







Alastair McLaren
Our new behavioural habits of not going out to get food have caused this congestion! Perhaps that's what should change...

Sarah Kember
Agree

William Peake
agree



Lucy Millier
agree that timing of deliveries should be investigated. can this be restricted to before 7am and after 7pm? this will free up space for other uses during the day. will also reduce the number of delivery vehicles having to stop during the day when there are peds and cyclists

Sarah Kember
Not really a viable option given the narrowness of some side streets and disruption to residents. eg taxis and ubers blocking driveways to drop off and pick up.



Anonymous
Someone suggested an area dedicated to ubers/ taxis, like the old taxi stands, coukd it be parking spaces during the day and Uber taxis on,y at night? The area around POnsonby central seems to be the issue.





Lucy Millier
need data on parking usage along P Rd. this will enable a good evidence base to remove or reallocate parking and make a case for spaces that need to be retained

Alastair McLaren
ADDING footpath use for diners won't alleviate the footpath congestion; access to/from eating outlets across the flow of pedestrians will add to congestion

William Peake
Any changes to parking must take account of commercial implications and also accessibility issues for those people who are unable to walk great distances

Anonymous
I agree, we must considers retailers concerns, disabled parks, loading zones.



Sarah Kember
These are great 5min parks for pick up and drop offs.  Ideal spot for Uber parks across from Ponsonby Central.

Alastair McLaren
Agree with monitored / conditional parking






